This special issue dedicated to Regenerative Medicine of the Digestive Tract contains original papers and review articles by speakers in Symposium 10 of the Annual Meeting of the Japanese Society of Regenerative Medicine held in Kobe, Japan on March 21, 2019, organized and chaired by our colleague Prof. Susumu Eguchi and myself. From the viewpoint of biology, the digestive tract is very unique, comprising complex tissues containing of epithelia, smooth muscle layer, permeated by blood vessels, and innervated with peripheral nerves to perform spontaneous peristalsis. Furthermore, it is recently revealed that digestive tracts have a distinctive mucosal immune system.

Given this gastrointestinal physiological sophistication, regeneration of such a complex organ by a simple method such as single-cell suspension injections or applications of biodegradable polymer scaffolds, is unlikely to produce much tissue, although several challenging attempts have been described. Therefore, novel methods and cell sources should be proposed to better promote functional and reliable regenerative medicine of digestive tracts.

The main objective of the symposium was to discuss cutting-edge progress in the field and to establish a new research paradigm for improved development of Regenerative Medicine of the Digestive Tract. Innovation should inspire regenerative medicine research in other fields and organs to enable a common strategic platform for new and innovative tissue engineering methodologies, stem cell biology, and clinical applications to regenerate 3-D complex multicellular organ systems. These new concepts and methodologies are intended to enable the next generation of tissue engineering and regenerative therapy research through deeper understanding of complex tissues and organs, and development of novel methodologies. Through such creative innovation, great scientific and technological advances in both engineering and medicine should be possible.

All contributors of this special issue believe that the various tissue-specific cell types comprising tissues and organs communicate via exquisite extracellular matrix, soluble signals and physical or mechanical interactions between each other and with their environment to perform coordinated specific functions.

This special issue also surveys the diverse scope and state of this field expected to develop and realize new regenerative therapies addressing currently incurable, intractable diseases. In doing so, this special issue hopefully also highlights the significant number of unanswered questions that remain and, indeed, have increased within this interdisciplinary field.

We believe that through improved discovery, greater knowledge transfer and synergies between ideas from these different fields, greater opportunities to create and establish more efficient therapeutic approaches will be provided.

We hope that readers will enjoy this special issue. We thank all contributors as well as the reviewers for making this contribution possible. Readers are welcome to submit comments, opinions, and ideas as a letter to the editor to encourage discussion about the journal.
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